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Weckstcin Dismisses rdea 
UCSD Law School? 
by Spencer Busby 
With the tuition increasing another 
9.04 percent next year and law students 
finding themselves locked out of graduate 
housing and paying extra for campus 
speakers (such as Ralph Nader) . talk is 
0
once again surfacing on campus that 
law students favor a change of th!: law 
school's affiliation from USO to UCSD. 
One of the primary proponents of 
such a switch is Mark Norych , the law 
students only representative to the 
University Tu ition and Budget Com· 
mittee . "It's financially realistic for the 
law school to secede from USO to 
UCSD," Norych told the Woolsack . 
" If the Un iversity ever raises law 
school tuition more than 12 to 13 per· 
cent a year again , I would recommend 
a full-scale rebellion (tuition strike and 
an effort to switch the law school affili· 
ation) ," he said. 
Norych pointed out that USO law 
school is 90 percent tuition-dependent, 
"which is phenomenally high for an 
A BA-accredited school." 
" You really don't need that much to 
run a law school," Norych continued. 
"If we were to lift the law school up, we 
could survive totally independent of the 
Un i ersity," he said. 
"Furthermore, if there existed avail · 
able buildings and the law school cou ld 
maintain the same enrollment, we would 
be in a lot better shape financially Ito 
secede from USO). " 
WEC KSTEI N REJECTS 
Dean Don al d Weckstein d ismi ssed 
the secession suggestion as impract ical. 
Weckstein added , however, that "as 
a university, we have never opposed a 
specialized law school opening at UCSD, 
though we opposed a big, generalized 
law school there ." 
Weckstein noted that USO Law 
School fought successfully to defeat a 
recommendation in the Master Plan of 
California to establish a law school 
extension of th e UC system in San 
Diego. Several years ago, Hastings 
wanted to start a separate law school or 
take over and expand Cal Western Law 
School, according to Weckstein , though 
neither plan took effect. 
"We opposed it . as an inappropriate 
invest ment of state funds since Cali · 
fornia already has an excess of lawyers," 
he said, "and the need in San Diego is 
already served." 
Weckstein added that with th e passage 
Prop. 13, "it is doubtful that Cal ifornia 
would be looking to put more money 
into a law school here." 
TH E NEXT LAW LIB RARY? 









Ace.used by WSU SBA of 'Misusing Funds' 
Western State Law Editor Fired 
by Spencer Busby 
The firing of a law newspaper editor 
on the Western State University (WSU) 
campus has precipi tated a tense polit· 
ical battle that has al ready led to the 
resignation of one co-editor, the shut· 
down of the paper by the staff, and a 
threat of law su its between the fired 
editor, the WSU SBA, and school admin· 
istration . 
The confrontation began October 2 
when the WSU SBA - in an unprece· 
dented assertion of authority - fired 
the editor of the restater. the law news· 
paper . 
The terminated editor, third year 
student Kathy Bourdonnay, is charged 
by SBA officers with fostering "an 
atmosphere of uncooperativeness" be· 
tween the SBA and the Restater. Bou r-
donnay in ' turn has hired an attorney 
and said she may sue in fede ral court 
on libel, slander, and other civil rights 
grounds if the SBA doesn't submit 
to arbitration and provide her with a 
sat isfacto ry hearing justifying the charge. 
In the meantime, the SBA is attempt· 
ing to act as Restater editor for the next 
edition. The Law School Dean, Ross 
Lipsker, has told officers that they may 




SBA president Irma Munoz has 
accused Bourdonnay of "deliberate mis· 
representation" and of having "poor 
credibility" stemming from a dispute 
between the two groups over where the 
first issue of the Restater would be 
printed. 
Munoz said that Bourdonnay failed 
to comply with an SBA request that 
the Restater pay off debts to the printers 
incurred during the previous year before 
pu blishing this year's first issue . 
Munoz faulted Bourdonnay for "inten· 
tionally misapplyi ng funds, misrepresent· 
ing facts to the SBA, and losing cred· 
ibility with the elected student represent· 
atives by dealing with us in bad fa ith ." 
CENSORSHIP COUN TERCHARGED 
Bourdonnay dismisses the charges as 
"a totally unjustified and thinly veiled 
effort to censor the Restater." 
"The •·misuse of funds' charge is 
unfounded," Bourdon nay added, . "be· 
Kathy Bordonnay 
cause I was never told specifical ly to pay 
off debts acquired by th e Restater last 
year before publishing. Besides , how 
can I misuse funds when I don 't even 
have th e power to write and sign the 
checks?" 
SBA V.P. AT FAU LT 
Bourdonl)ay noted that the current 
SBA Vice-President, Jami e Pugsley was 
the Restater editor last year who ran 
up the $600 In debts , a charge Pugsley 
did not deny . "Why hasn't the SBA 
charged Pugsley with misusing fu nds?" 
she asked rhetorically . 
Bo urdonnay also said she denied 
an SBA request for a full, unedited page 
of SBA news a month before her dis· 
missa l. 
SBA president Munoz admitted 
making the request and commented: 
"I think there should be a percentage of 
student-related SBA news in the new· 
paper. 
" NO FR EE PRESS" 
"The newspaper at our school is not 
independent," Munoz added, " and I 
don 't agree with Bourdonnay running 
her own show. By our (SBA) Cons· 
titution , we have the power to remove 
News briefs ... 
TUITION INCR EAS E APPROVED 
The University Budget Committee 
last week approved a Tution Committee 
recommendation for a 9.04 percent 
increase in law student tuit ion next year. 
The recommendation will now be 
sent to th e University President and the 
Board of Trustees for considerat ion . 
If approved, law students will pay $3980 
in fu ll -time tuition next year (a $330 
Increase over the current $3650.) 
111,0N PROFIT ORG. 
U.S. l'omge 
PAl.D · 
Sen Diego, cA_ 
PermltNo .. 3415 
the newspaper editor si nce she holds 
an unelected position and is subject 
to our approval." 
CO-ED ITOR RES IGN ES 
In response to the SBA action, Re-
stater co-ed itor Russ Gold resigned on 
the same day that Bourdonnay was 
dismissed. The Restater staff also signed 
a letter of protest to the SBA. 
Meanwhile , WSU " Committee for a 
Free Press" organized and obtained 
over 100 signatures on a petition asking 
for her reinstatement and a hearing 
before the SBA on the charges levelled 
co11 r i11ued on page 8 
FACULTY SALARY INCR EASE 
In a rel.ated action, the University 
Budget Committee also recommended a 
law faculty salary increase of . between 
9 and 10 percent for 1979-80. 
The average full -time law faclllty 
member's salary at USO is currently 
about $28,000. 
Dean Weckstein also warned that 
"until the (University) cabinet makes 
its actual recommendation (to the Pres-
iden t and Board of Trustees), the figures 
(from the University Budget Committee 
on faculty salaries and the like) are mean-
ingless, with the exception of the tui-
tion increase ." 
continued on page 8 
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!lose Bird d~ fended 
we support tho retention of California Supreme Court Chief 
Ju tice Rose Bird. The opposition to the confirmat ion, usually 
a rather aut matic procedure. is led by Representative Richardson. 
an ultra-conservative Republican from Orange County . 
The confirmation of the Chiof Justice is placed on tho ballot 
to keep senile, judicially incompeten t , or criminal persons off 
the Court. A Justice is , in other words. only to be removed for 
e traordjnary reasons. Yet, Richardson is spearheading th e anack 
for purely political reasons. He simply does not like the way Rose 
Bird interprets the law. Purportedly , he believes that she is too 
len ien t on criminals - a fal se accusa tion based on the reco rd. 
The primary reason, we believe, this attack is being led against 
the Chief Justice is that she is a useful means of ombarrasing demo· 
cratic governor Jerry Brown who appointed her. Right-wing re· 
publicans resenting Brown 's appointment of wom en and minor· 
ities to key posts have found a convenient scapegoat. 
Unfortunately, the anti-Bird con t ingent doesn 't truly realize 
the dramatic implications on th e American system of government 
of this movement. U.S. Supreme Court Justices are immune from 
the electorate's whim so that they may rule correctly, not popularly . 
Landmark decisions abolishing slavery , gender discrimination . and 
enforcement of school integration would have been catalysts for 
the wholesale removal of Supreme Cpurt justices throughout the 
decades. The analogy is applicable to th e enitre American jud· 
iciary on every level. 
The majority must not be allowed to intimidate judges into rul · 
ing against unpopular minority positions. The result would be 
a tyranny by the majority and a blow to the constitutional pro· 
tections we value so highly. 
If Oiief Justice Bird is not confirmed, judges across the nation 
will feel the hot breath of th e electorate on their nec ks. Under 
such circumstances. objective and fair rulings will become impos· 
sible. The anti·Bird forces must be turned back or the judi cial branch 
of government will lose its cherished independence. 
Rose Bird inflicting " Great Bodily Injury" on Grant Morris. 
Tuition increase 
The Woolsack strongly urges the University to accept the Tuition 
Commine recommended tuition increase of 9.04 percen t . 
This increase, if accepted , will be the lowest increase in five 
years . It is consistent with what the tuition co~mittee student 
representative, Mark Norych suggested . 
Great Bodily . Injury Harms 
Chief Justice Rose Bird 
The increase figure is not definite, as it still faces evalua tion 
by the President and his cabinet and the Board of Trustees. But 
since twenty percent of the law school revenue goes to th e Univer-
sity . it follows that th e Un iversity Budget Commi ttee should be 
responsive to law school funding requests. 
As substantial salary increases have been given in previous years , 
we would not like to see such increases driving the tuition increase 
above the projected 9.04 percent. 
As to where all th is money will be going .. . we hope .Dean Weck· 
stein 's recommended priority of tiering classrooms will be recon· 
sidered. We wouls shelve this unnecessary expenditure and pick 
something from the bonom of the list, like hiring good su mmer 
facu lty. Let's have more Weinre bs and less cosmet ic changes. 
ext edition's deadline : Monday, Oct. 30; at 5 p.m. 
Send submissions to Woolsack, c/o US O School of 
Law, Alcala Park, San Diego, Ca . 92110. 
by L.G. Wolfe 
In June of 1978 the Cali · 
fornia Sup reme Court decided 
that a forcible rape occuring 
during the· commission of a 
burgla ry did not constitute 
"great bodily injury" which 
would enhance the sentence of 
the burglary three more years. 
The majority of the cou rt 
(in a five to two split) care· 
fully followed the law that GBI 
means "a si gnificant or sub· 
stantial physical injury ." 
Alth ough the majority did not 
quarrel with the fact that, 
"the victim suffered extreme 
humil iation and distress due to 
the flagrant violation of her 
person and her privacy." th ey 
thought that th e victim did 
not sustain physical injuries to 
th e ex tent intended by th e 
Legislatu re in the sentencing 
enhancement provision. 
Chie f Justice Rose Bird 
~ ~;~;I~ :~thc;~~il~aj~:~~ in P~hr~ 
.,, of her concurri ng opin ion reads : 
·;; " .. personal repugnance toward 
" these cri mes cannot be a leg iti · 
~ m:He basis for rel./i{riting the 
~ statute as it was adopted by th e I 
Legis latu re. It is precise ly 
0 because emotions are so easi ly ,~~~~~~~·~-·~········· _g called into play in such situa· ~ ~ tions that ex tr  precau tion m st
Pictured above is John Roch 's coffee cup admittedly stolen by 
Professor Harvey Levine. • be ta ken so th at th is court 
We .reported Harvey Levine is awaiting his tenure. We have since follows th e legisla tive intent 
been informed that the man has had tenure for four years. - Sorry and not our own predelic tions 
Harvey. or be lie fs." The Chie f Justice 
We hope they won't change their minds now chat you have continued on to appea l to the 
become our faculty advisor. California l egi slature to change 
P.S. We are going to try to stay out of court just for you. ' Its rape and enh ancement laws: 
"The l egis lature is the proper Letters are to be "appreciated" for govornmenral body to consider 
• • • printing the letters of th e wh th or rape P r so is a basis 
Poet Complaint 
To the Editor : 
The Woolsac k offers an out· 
let lor creativity rare in an 
environment of condi tioned con· 
formity , 
The editors and stall must 
be commended for printing 
Poetry from any one If thay 
administra tion and faculty . for th e enhancement of punish -
Sliclng the head lrom verse, ment and to so provide if th ey 
though , is without justification. deem it appropria te ... 
Worse, there is no remedy to Since June the Legis lature 
the spon taneity o f such cropped has responded to Rose Bird's 
lines by later correction. request in the Caudillo case 
A final feces under foot bv increasing the punishment for 
was your omission of th o rape from 3-4-5 years to 3-6·8 
punctuation following my name . years and by proh ibiting the 
granting o f probat ion to any 
person conv ic ted o f rape by 
force or violence or by threats 
Manny . 
of great and immediate bodily 
harm . Thus if someone now 
commits forcible rape under 
circumstances similar to Caudillo 
he could be se ntenced for 
eight years (aggravated rape) 
without probation , instead of 
the four with possi bil ity of 
parole Caud illo received. 
The legal definition of 
"great bodily injury " differs 
somewhat from what the words 
ordinarily mean . In eve ryday 
parlance GBI wou ld mean that 
someone was hurt very badly . 
Thus, upon learning that Maria 
was raped, sodomized, forced to 
ora ll y copulate , th reatened with 
and actually cut by a knife, 
robbed and her apartment 
burglarized , the lay person 
would surely be appalled to 
hear that these offenses neither 
in and of themselves nor com-
bined constitute great bod ily 
harm . Certainly Maria (who 
experienced diarrhea, vomiting, 
slight cuts on her neck and 
emotional trauma from being so 
acutely violated) knew that she 
was hurt very badly . The two 
Supreme Court dissenters in 
People v. Caudillo agreed with 
Maria, stating that, "even assum· 
ing that something more 'sub-
stantial' than rape is required 
to consti tute great bod ily injury , 
surely that test is satisfied in 
the present case. " 
continued on page J 
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ROSE BIRD HURT BY "GREAT BODILY INJURY" DECISION .... 
continued from pagt 2 
bodily harm. Certainly Maria (who 
experienced diarrhea, vomiting, slight 
cuts on her neck and emotional trauma 
from being so acutely violated) knew thai 
she wes hurt very badly . The two Su· 
preme Court dissenters in People v. 
Caudillo agreed with Maria, stating that, 
"even assuming that something more 
'substantial' than rape is required to 
constitute great bodily injury . surely that 
test is satisfied in the present case." 
combined sexual outrages perpetrated by 
defendant can at most be considered to 
be insubstantia l in nature - certainly not · 
of th e magnitude to be termed significant 
or substant ial. They were injuries that 
can logically only be described as con· 
stituting transitory and short·lived bodi ly 
distress. They do not fall within the 
·contours of inj uries th at are severe or pro· 
Roy,ing Photographer 
RAPE SENTENCING 
The legal definition of GBI has a 
definite place. in the scheme of criminal 
law statutes regulating punishment for 
crimes of diff'erent degrees. A rape 
sentence may be low (three years) if there 
are mitigating circumstances, or high 
(eight years) if there are aggravating 
circumstances such as in the Caudillo 
case. The GBI statute adds three years to 
the base sentence (six years) of the 
rape conviction (or any other f'elony 
where GBI is not an element of the 
crime). 
As originally enacted in 1976. the level 
of injury necessary to trigger the addi· 
tional 'enhanced' penalty of three years 
in prison was spelled out in some -detail : 
"As used in this section, 'great bodily 
injury ' means a serious impairn'fent of 
physical condition , which includes any of 
the following: (a) Prolonged loss of 
consciousness (b) Severe concussion (c) 
Protracted loss of any bodily member of 
organ or bone (e) A wound or wounds 
requiring extensive suturing (f) Serious 
disfigurement (g) severe physical pain 
inflicted by torture." In 1977, the 
Legislature changed .the section to define 
GBI as "a sign ificant or substantial 
physical injury," and eliminated the 
incomplete list of examples of GBI. 
Maria did not suffer GBI under the 
above definition. The majority of the 
court concluded thus : " But the bodily 
injuries sustained by the victim in the 
instant case during the course of the 
tracted in nature . The two neck cuts 
were superficial, with no indication of 
any permanent, protracted or visible 
disfigurement. The transitory and 
short-lived manifestation of physical or 
bodily effects suffered by the viCtim did 
not result in any serious impairment of 
function of any portion of her body . 
Hence, they do not fall within the meaing 
of 'great bodily injury' envisioned by the 
Legislature .. " 
CAMPAIGN AGAINST BIRO 
Chief Justice Rose Bird 's opponents 
for her seat on the California Supreme 
Court are employing a television adver· 
tisement campaign against her. The 
televised spots show a rape victim being 
assaulted in the same manner as was 
Maria by E:audillo with the overvoice 
intimating that Rose Bird was too lenient 
in punishing the defendant. This is 
grossly misleading. The Supreme Court 
does not determine sentences for crimi· 
nals , nor does it want to be lenient with 
rapists. The Chief Justice was upholding 
0
the "Separation of Powers" doctrine 
wherein the Legislature writes laws and 
the Court enforces them strictly as they 
are written. The fals<> and malicious 
campaign advertisements blaming Rose 
Bird are harming her non-partisan in· 
cumbancy campaign to maintain her 
position on the CalHornia Supreme 
Court. 
Ms. Lottie G. Wolfe is currently 
writing a Law Review article on People v. 
Caudillo at California Western School of 











WHAT IS YOUR POSITION ON THE NOVEMBER BALLOT 
PROPOSITION REGARDING THE REMOVAL OR RETEN-
TION OF CHIEF JUSTICE ROSE BIRD? 
Jo-Linda Thompson 
Bob Rosemeyer 
Jo-Li nda Thompson (June grad-
uate ) - The selectiM of judges 
shouldn't be politicized. The 
tactics are misleading and are 
going to make people feel 
uneasy about the judiciary. Ifs 
all politically motivated . 
They're selling this proposition 
like they ' re selling Gleem 
toothpaste . 
John Bryan (20) - I think 
she is performing her job in a 
competent manner. Further, 
I think that a Californ ia 
Supreme Court Justice's reten· 
tion shou ld be based only upon 
job competency rather than on 
any value preferences that I 
might have. I plan to vote to 
retain Chief Justice Bird. 
Bob Rosemeyer (30) - I am 
for retention . I read her re· 
sponse to the rape case charges 
and I agree with her line of 
reasoning. She was just in· 
terweting the laws as the11 are 
on the books today and it isn't 
her job to change those laws . 
Report Reveals Jurors' Impression Of Lawyers 
(Reprinted from the L.A. Times 
Journal) 
by Bob de Carteret 
Showing off is the trait 
jurors find least desirable in 
lawyers. 
Th is is one of the fin dings 
revealed Sept. 27 as a result of 
a survey of more than 5,000 
jurors in Los Angeles. 
The survey also showed that 
jurors' complaints about poor 
lawyering stem from iack of 
preparation , repetition. harassing 
jurors or witnesses, rambling and 
unfairness. 
In asking jurors what traits 
they found to be desirable in 
lawye rs, the jurors most often 
cited preparation. followed by 
effectiveness, dedication to the 
client, fa irness and knowledge 
of the law. 
The survey of jurors was con· 
ducted by Cal iforn ia Chie f Jus· 
tice Rose Bird's 16·member 
Special Committee to Study 
Court Congestion . 
At a press conference com-
mittee member Wylie A. Aitken, 
past president of the California 
Trial lawyers Association, re-
leased the 98-page report on 
jurors' views of the justice 
system. 
"Regarding their opinions of 
judges, two-thirds of those 
responding had a favorable im· 
pression while only seven per· 
cent registered an unfavorable 
response," Aitken said . 
Asked about judges' favorable 
traits, one juror resppned, "How 
they seem to be asleep or arc 
doing other work, vet have 
heard and remembered eve ry 
word spoken. Parts of the 
trials are very borin'g, yet, they 
manage to separate the chaff 
from the wheat with amazing 
efficiency." 
Despite this high regard for 
judges, most jurors feel a jury is 
better suited to be fact-finder 
in a case . 
"Jurors wrote that they were 
favorably impressed by judges 
six times more frequently than 
the next most mentioned cate· 
gory, lawyers," the report said . 
When asked which category 
did not impress them, jurors 
chose ·1awyers five times more 
often than any other category. 
"Jurors were unfavorably im· 
pressed by defense attorneys 
about twice as frequently as 
prosecuting attorneys," the 
report stated. 
In general , most jurors had a 
favorable view of the jury 
system, although many said too 
much of their time is wasted 
the report said . ' 
When jurors said they like 
certain lawyers, they tended to 
cite lawyers' verbal abi lities as a 
leading reason . Preparatio n was 
also emphasized. 
Unnecessary theatrics was 
listed most often when a juror 
disliked a lawyer. 
The report listed the actual 
text of some of the jurors' 
remarks : 
- "Tendency to ovcrdrama· 
tize as if preparing for a telc · 
vis ion rol e. Tendency to talk 
d?w~ to jurors." 
.- 'Too many bearded, long 
haired , hippy types arc be· 
c_oming predominant in thi s 
field . I personall y find th is 
very objectionable ." 
·· "Gestu res such as scowling 
sh rugging shoulders when th~ 
opposing attorney is questioning 
witnesses ." 
·-"Some seemed to lac k co m· 
mon . sense . Primar il y private 
attorneys seeme.d dumb." 
-"An unpleasant, nasal voice, 
a sagging hemline at the back of 
the skirt on a woman , a rumpled 
shirt or · unpressed suit or un· 
polished shoes on a man , these 
things will prejud ice a juror 
against you , fa ir or not ." 
1 
Also released at the press 
confe rence was a 500 page 
summary of the comments so-
licited by Ch ief Justice Bird 's 
committee at public hearings 
last January . 
Su perior Court Judge Robert 
Weil and attorney Seth Huf· 
stedler, past president of the 
State Bar, releas~d the docu· 
ment, which covered nearly 




courts and included almost every 
view imaginable. ' 
The two committee members 
said the committee will evaluate 
the data to come up with 
suggestions for court improve· 
ments. 
As a preliminary finding, 
Hufstealer • said many citizens 
believe that court procedures 
need to be simplified and made 
more understandable . 
' ')" our 11 on or, my lirnt pleadJ guilt)' 10 being miJled by /iii ad-.:iuri." 
""'° 4 . n.. woot-k . October 20, 1s1e 
Smoking ·in The Workplace 
New Jersey Bell Telephone, never bee n a problem , because it thei r main alternatives would be 
smoking was permitted only for simply was not allowed . The to work in. "smoki~g" firms or 
male employees in their private . Campbell Soup Company has accept assistance in quitting. 
Jim Poole 
Whiie 33 states have passed 
legislat ion controlling smoking 
in public places, enactment of 
Proposition 5, the "Clean In· 
door Air Ini t iative" would 
make California 'on ly the third 
state (joining Utah and Minne· 
sota) to regulate smoking in 
the workplace . 
A California law could stimu· 
late similar legislation in many 
other states. Smokers unable 
or unwilling to abstain for 
extended periods on the job 
are fearful that they will no 
longer be able to smoke at 
their convenience. But what is 
called the right to smoke at 
work generally turns out to 
be a privi lege . In work areas 
where- smoking is a fire or 
explosion hazard. smoking has 
long been forb idden by statute 
or regulation , In most busi· 
nesses and industries, the extent 
and places in which smoking is 
permitted have been negotiated 
by unions as a "benefit" for 
workers. The claim by an 
increasing majority of non· 
smokers that their right to 
breathe clean air supersedes any 
right to smoke has caused 
consternation ~nd confusion for 
both labor and management in 
some industries. 
SHIMP V. NEW JERSEY BE LL 
Only 17 years ago, when 
Donna Shimp was hired by 
Photograph by Steve' Rosenthal 
Paul Horton puffs his response to Prop . 5 
offices. Once women and the maintained such a policy for They could also plead entitle-
union persuaded the company 100 years. When Merl e Norman ment to employment under the 
to permit smoking almost every· Cosmetics banned smoking at its amended Rehabilitation Act of 
where but computer rooms, Los Angeles offices two yea rs 1973 on the same basis as 
Mrs. Shimp began to suffer ago, incentives were offe red for recove ring alcoholics and drug 
acute physical sym'ptoms, a employees who wanted to quit addicts, but might be required to 
resu lt of the ubiquitous tobacco 'smoking; only one person quit accept any treatment needed to 
smoke . Having asked in vain work in protest. meet behavior and performance 
for re lief from her· co-worke rs, Asbestos producers are going standards. (E .g .• restricting 
the company and federal regula· furth er. The Johns-Manville smokers to "breaks".) 
tory agencies, she finally went Corp . now refuses to hire FEDERAL EMPLOYEES 
to court, es tablishing the land· smokers for any job connected SEEK NONSMOKERS' 
mark case for non·smokers rights with their asbes tos ope rat ions, RIGHTS 
in th e workplace. In Shimp due to th e synergisti c effects A group of federa l employees 
v. N.J. Bell (386 A.2d 408) , of asbestos and smoking in sued th e government for pro· 
the court held that an employee producing lung di sease. Un ions tectio n from smoke on the job 
has a right to work in a safe at severa l plants have challenged on co nstitutional grounds and 
env ironment, and the employer th e ban . Arbitrators upheld the the Rehabilitation Act. claiming 
an affirmative duty to provide company in most cases, but in their sensitivity to smoke quali · 
a safe workplace. It furth e r Deni son , Tex., th e un ion won a tied them as handicapped per-
noted that such smoke is a request fqr smoking areas during sons due equal access to 
health hazard to those- around breaks and lunch . employment and equal protec-
the smoker, stating that the " NICOTINE ESTOPPEL" tion of law. Their suit was 
"right of an individual to risk DOCTR INE? dismissed by the D.C. District 
his . .health does not include Arbitrator David Brown held , Court, but is on appeal. 
the right to jeopardiie the " The new rul e is unreasonable in Joseph Califano's HEW has 
hea lth of those wh o must that it places undue strain on led the federal government in 
remain around him . to pro· the nervous system of the enacting strict smoking regula· 
perly perform the duti es of addicted smoker. Having hired t ions for the workplace , 
their jobs." smokers and previously sane· followed by the Department of 
LEG ISLATI ON O R LAW· tioned smoking on ' company Defense and armed services. 
SUITS? premises, Johns-Manville has but enforcemen t is spotty. The 
Although costs of implemen· acquiesced ·in the development General Services Adm inistration 
tation and enforcement have of such addiction ." Brown has called fo r comments on 
been used as an argument felt it unjust to ask smokers proposed stricter regulat ions in 
agai nst Prop. 5, a uniform state to choose between their habits bu ildings they operate for 
law shou ld be more effective and their jobs. · However, Fire government agencies . Nevert1e · 
and · less costly than scores of departments have begun to less, workers or visitors in 
such individual lawsuits - and · refuse smokers employment on federal facil ities may still expect 
nonsmokers are prepared to seek similar grounds. without dial· to encounter smokey offices, 
.remedi es from ·the courts . lenge . While clear health unaffected by Prop . 5. 
Worke rs from Baltimo re to San grou ~ds would probably be 
Diego have pemonst rated -that required to uphold such refusal 
smoke on t he job damaged to hire smokers, most employers 
their health , win ning workers' should ultimately prevail in bans 
compensation awards and even against smoking at work . 
disability retirements . WILL PR IVATE SMOK ING 
MUST THEY ·SMOKE ON BANS CAUSE EMPLOYM ENT 
THE JOB? PROBLEMS? 
In so me- fi rms, smok in g has Faced with growing numbers 
FEDERA L LEGIS LATION 
PEND ING 
How To Keep 
Elizabeth Kramer 
Smoking 
of employers who exercise their 
.Pre rogative to ban smoking from 
their domains, even smokers 
might . prefer uniform state laws 
which provide for segregation of 
smokers from nonsmokers at 
work, validating smoking as a 
workplace privilege . Othe rvvise , 
For those who must deal 
continually with military facil · 
ities, the I RS, Postal Service. 
etc.. federal legislation would 
be helpful. Rep. Drinan of 
Massachusetts introduced a bill 
in 1975, but it has languished in 
committee since then. A 
portion of Sen. Kennedy 's 
omnibus health bill , introduced 
this year, would forbid smoking 
in federal facili ties, except in 
special areas, but timely 
enactment is not expected. 
SC(IOkers whenever possible. You 
In the wake of Prop. 5 and will feel safe in a cocoon of 
the assertion of non-smokers smoke. Wheeze with them over 
rights, we dedicated smokers the inconveniences of the habit. 
are facing trying times. It 's They too, probably have burnt 
holes in their bedspreads' and 
no easy matter to keep puffing have set their loved ones on 
in a world surrounded by 
clean lunged mil itants . fire from t ime to time . They 
What smoker has not recently I will sympathize and give you 
had the experience of lighting strength to light up once again . 
up to the tune of " Do you 3. Don't feign considerate 
have to do that in here?" Or intention. Don 't ask people 
simply , " Please take that thing if they mind if you smoke. 
outside." They are likely to say yes, and 
Unpopular habits need con· then what are you going to do? 
Stant reinforcement ·To combat . 4 . Ignore "no smo king" 
the temptation to give in to signs (they don't mean you)." 
good health and common 5. Don 't jog. You wi ll 
courtesy, I suggest the following feel like an invalid. 
guidelines : 6. Carry your own ashtray. 
1. Stick up for your right of This is th e best way to deal 
self-pollution. This means with situations where no ash· 
learning to ignore people who tray is provided, i.e., homes 
fall down gagging when you of non-smokers, movie theatres . 
light up in an elevator 7 · last and most imp<!rtant : 
2. Get support in groups. · Feed y~ur h?bit. Chew tobacco 
Huddle together with oth I and drink cigarette tea. Learn 
er to smoke two cigarettes at the 
FLil'PA T J OGE 
NEW ORLEANS- The Louslana 
recommended dfscln lina 
1 
Judiciary Commission has ~udge for horseplay in th; c~~~~n against o f1aton Rouge city 
included polling spect oom. His unorthodox practices 
should be, fining dafe~t;;~tson what thay thought a verdict 
pockats and appoarlng to d .: e amounr of money In their 
The panel cleared the j d cc: e cases by the f//p of a coin. 
~ti but said his frivol~u~e :ah onr w'.'.lful misconduct or i l legal 
mto disrepute . ., • . avior brings tho /udiclal office 
same time . 
Three cheers for the tob~cco 
industry and show the wmld 
.you wi ll not be swayed! 
"Look! J im has the boll! See 1 . ·. · .· . llm run! Run, Jim, run!" 
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Law T earns Fi,.sh 2nd 
And 3rd In BB T ourrey Football Forecast 
by Dave Ro911lski 
The Protectors of the Plea-
sure Principle and the Crimson 
Pirates made respectable show-
ings in the recent 5 x 5 tourney . 
Had not Wes (The Scoring Mach· 
·ine) Pertt been thrown out of 
the champoinship game in the 
3rd quarter, the Protectors could 
very well have been wearing 
the title T-shirts. As it was, 
the Finale was a wild game end-
Ing with t e score 82-79 in favor 
of the undergrad Mad Dogs. 
At the 9ame·s end, there were 
only 3 Protectors left who had 
not fouled out. Despite his 
ejecti ons, Wes Pratt still ended 
up as th e tourney scoring cha.mp 
with a total of 101 points 
in 4 games. The Crimson Priates, 
last years champs, ran into 
personnel problems, but none-
theless were led to a ~rd place 
finish by a spirited Mark (The 
Hull() Speck. 
Pictured above are the Protectors of the Pleasure Principle, 
Runners-up in the recent 5 x 5 Open Basketball Tourney. Left 
Back; Troy Smi th, Vic Sahn, Clifton Williams and Fan. Front; 
Sam Reed, Wes Pratt, and Sandy Frisch. Missing is Dominic Fer-
rari. 
GAME OF THE, WEEK 
POP (USO) VS FUBAR : 
1:30P.M. 
POP, rested after a bye l_ast 
week, should still be high 
from its exciting win over 
CLEAN HANDS two weeks 
ago. FUBAR, our first year 
law school team, lost a close 
one to JAGS last week, 8-0. 
Although FUBAR 'S Mike Wil -
moth, Craig Ramseyer, Jeff 
Milmon and Drew Griffin 
provide an eager defense , the 
offense will sputter against POP. 
Look for a high-scoring game 
here. POP. Bets off. 
SQUAD OF THE WEEK : The 
four officials for the games of 
15 Oct. These experienced men 
really worked at their job this 
time. They called things that 
should have been called, con-
trolled the one or two incendi· 
aries in the games, and turned 
a deaf ear to a few sideline 
non-athletes. Tip of the hat, 
guys! 
PROF'S PlCKS 
WEEK OF OCTOBER 22. 1978 
STICKY BRIEFS VS 
KRYPTONICS; 4 :30 
The STICKYS lost a heart-
breaker last week to CLEAN 
HANDS, 12-6. Turnovers , 
penalties and problems with the 
exchange between center and 
QB stopped every offensive 
drive. Still Jeff Pratt, Dave 
Mousette and Steve Wingfield 
excelled. And Sam Reed finally 
showed some signs of playing 
under control. The big day for 
this club is coming, I'm con-
vinced . A lethargic KRYP-
TONICS won over POP (CAL 
WEST) 14·6. It takes eight 
hustling ball players to win 
in this league. KRYPTONICS 
has two - Bill Rathbone and 
· Dave Morin - and that's not 
·enuff. STICKY BRIEFS should 
win easily - by 14 at least. 
CLEAN HANDS, 12 to 6 
winner over STICKY BRIEFS, 
has a bye this week. 
(SQUAD OF THE WEEK : 
POP (CAL WEST) VS JAGS: 
3 :00 P.M. 
PDP put up a scrappy fight 
before losing to KRYPTONICS 
last week 14-6. The team is 
much improved with Brian 
Hutchins becoming a pass target 
and newcomer Jeff Kay 
sparkling on defense. JAGS 
was an 8-0 winner over FU-
BAR last week · with a squad 
of only ten players. Fortunately 
Ardie Boyer, Skip Polazzo, Mike 
Kenny and Ben Haddad were 
two-way iron men . Ardie had 
eight flags by my count and 
four catches, one the game 
winner - a great individual 
performance. Skip ran a mara-
thon Saturday and ran FUBAR 
dizzy Sunday . Wow! Pick here 
is JAGS by 14. 
STANDINGS (AS OF 
16 OCTOBER) 
w L 
POP (USO) 3 0 
CLEAN HANDS 3 
STICKY BRIEFS 2 1 
FU BAR 2 1 
JAGS 1 2 
KRYPTONICS 1 3 
POP(CAL WEST) 0 4 
Pacers Top Runs;1ThreeTied Forfirst 
by Mark Speck 
Traditionally, Friday the 
13th mign be considered an 
unlucky date , but it bore mis-
fortune only for the pitchers 
in the Law School Baseball 
League, as the hitters drove 
in runs prodigously and slammed 
an even dozen homers. 
In the day's major clash , 
the prev,iously unbeaten Runs 
fell to rival Pace rs 8-5, forcing 
a three way deadlock for the 
lead in the American Division. 
Pacers struck quickly when 
Jack Cohen sacrificed home 
Dave Rogalski, but the Runs 
took advantage of a throwing 
error in the second to even the 
game at 1-1. Pacers reassumed 
the lead with three more tallies 
in the third. Steve Nelson 
ignited the surge by driving 
home a run and then follq_wing 
a walk, Hector Apodaca lined 
a bases loaded single to fatten 
the margin to 4· 1. Greg McClain 
brought the Runs closer with 
his third homer of the season, 
but Pacers erupted for four more 
runs in the fifth in ning to 
decide the game. Ted Cobb 
and Dick Staiton provided run 
Producing hits, and Steve Nelson 
picked up two more RBl's witl\ 
his third single of the day. 
The Runs threatened to rally 
in the sixth when Craig Barkacs 
tripled and scored on John 
Palozzo's single. Greg McClain 
then ripped another shot over 
the centerfield fence to conclude 
the scoring. 
BALL FOUR JOINS LEAGUE 
LEADERS 
Pacers victory allowed Ball 
Four, who flattened winless 
Unnamed 13-4, to join the tie 
for the top spot in the American 
League and set up a showdown 
with Pacers at 2:00 this' week. 
Pete Gyben laced a two run 
homer in the initial inning 
against Unnamed and then Ben 
Haddad, Pete Thomson, Hernon 
Cetina, Scott Linton, Ardi e 
Boyer and Bill Naumann un-
leashed a barrage of extra 
base hits which eventua lly 
produced seven runs jn the third 
inning, turning the contest into 
a rout. Shawn Jackson of 
Unnamed generated a little 
exci tement with some wild base 
running, but that was the 
extent of their offense . 
In other American League 
games, Well Hung Jury just 
FREE 
CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH 
Over 10,000 listings! All subjects. 
Send NOW for this FREE cata log. 
(offer expires Dec. 31 , 1978) 
Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH 
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073 
about clinched a playoff slot. 
by narrowly defeating Cosmic 
hands 12-1 0 and Nasty Torts 
were virtually eliminated from 
any post season play when 
they were upsrt by The Team 
12-2. 
In the former game, Jett 
Pratt began a slugfest with a 
two run slam to put Well Hung 
ahead, but Gene Kusion of 
Cosmic Hands evened things 
with a bases clearing triple . 
Well Hung countered with seven 
runs 4 n the second and third 
in nings to construct a 10-4 
lead. Jeff Parrot 's homer, 
Mark Kruse's single , and Steve 
Cohen 's triple accounted for 
six of the RB l's . At that point 
Cosmic Hands appeared to be 
out of the running, but captain 
Tony Passante quickly changed 
things with a grand slam, the 
first of the year. The ! lands 
crept even closer with two more 
runs in the fifth and Jim Mit· 
chell sacrificed his eye in a 
valiant effort to chase down a 
deep fly, 6ut Doug Armstrong 
of Well Hung doubled and 
scored the decisive run in the 
home half of the inninQ. 
The Team had only one 
victory to their credit entering 
Friday's game, but they proved 
to be too much for the Nasty 
Torts. The Torts mustered 
only two runs, those coming 
as a result of Rich Casner's 
single in the third. Meanwhile, 
Randy Skeehan was mash ing the 
ball for The Team. His triple 
and home run, along with 
Mike Kenny's roundtripper, pro-
vided all the r<ms necessary . 





















Sons of Cardozo 
, In the National League, the Illegal Procedures 








blitz . and remained the only Softballers 
unbeaten squad, although the One L 
Illegal Procedures battled to the Aardvarks 
finis h before fa lling 13-10. In 
typical fashion , the Ballers 
blasted away for nine runs in 
the first two innings . John 
Schroeder hammered a pitch 
onto the golf course, Monty 
Mcintyre delivered a bases 
loaded triple, and Lou Houngin 
collected several RBl 's for the 
bulk of the onslaught . Mark 
No rych altered the momentum 
for the Procedures when he 
lined the ball into the right 
field comer and circled the 
bases for an inside the park 
homerun . Houngin padded the 
Ballers lead with a fourth 
inning tripple, but from then on 
the Procedures staged a come-
cack which fell just short. 
·•••···············•·· 
JIMMY'S RESTAURANT : 
BEST BURGERS IN TOWN : 
: Donut1 , food to go or 
: stay . Free donut with this 
ad . Open 6 am to B pm . I A REFRE HING BREAK 
-
1 
FROM THE CAMPUS AT ... 
On Friday open to 9 pm. 




• Chicken • Children 's Menu 
Weekday Spe i;iJs 
OPEN DAILY 
6 A.M.-9:30 P.M. 
291-0225 
52_01 LINDA VISTA ROAD I DOWN THE HILL FROM USO 
: FREE DONUT WITH THIS At( . . ....................... ., 
cell S.., P9'9r or Jeck 
- •t 298 - 7302 
• dlvlllon of Kunt Food 
RIM Interiors: The Gamble Pays Off 
by Randal Cohen 
Realism in a work of art and Truth in a work 
of art are not synonomous concepts. Most of the 
great works in literature, theatre, film and paint-
ing magnify and exaggerate certain characteristics 
of human life in order to reveal some Truth . Woody 
Allen 's Interiors magnifies th e beh~vior of a rather 
atypical family in an attempt to gain insight into 
certain human behavior. 
Interiors is a thoroughly American film foc-
using on the relationships with in a very American 
family . Eve. the mother, has been divorced by 
her attorney-husband after th irty-one years of 
marriage and the already unstable woman becomes 
unglued. Eve 's hobby and obsession ls interior 
decorating. Her interiors reflect a neurotic need 
for perfection in enwonmen t. It is by no means 
a noble desire but is, instead, a sterile and meaning-
less one . 
COMPETITl .VE DAUGHTERS 
demonstrates his self-righteous lack of sensi tivity less rather than meaningful. In her si mpl icity 
to Eve. The resu lting collapse of the family she shows more insight than th e others. She is 
heightens the egocentric tensions and jealousies sensitive Pe rsonality in a household which worsh ips 
in the intrafamily relationships. ste rile Tale nt. 
NARC ISSISTIC FAM ILY FASCINATING CHARACTERS, 
Each family membe r is narcissistic and elitist COMPLEX RELATIONSHIPS 
in their own way . As a result their lovers are carried Alth ough the script at times becomes overin-
around as appe ndages . Mike, a hi storian, is real- dulgent eve n in its conscious magnification of 
istic and sympath etic in his support of Joey; but, emotions, All en's ability to create fascinat ing 
except for an important moment of recognition, characters and complex relationships makes In-
she doesn't see m to notice . terlors an artistic triumph. His direction, too, 
Frederick , Renatta's frustrated husband, revolves often draws attention to itself but can be extremely 
like a tiny satel lite around hi s wife's brilliant repu- effective, as we ll. The final scene between Eve 
tation - d ri vi ng him to self-loathi ng and alcholism. and Joey stands as a fine example of thi s. 
In one particular drunken stupor he attempts The acting is brilliant across the board. Every 
the rape of the youngest sister, Flynn. Flynn is actor throws himse lf into the role and there are 
a t .v. actress cast for her stunning beauty rather no false notes. Marybeth Hurt performs Joey with 
than her talent. Yet, she is far from a two-demen- all the appropriate confusion and helpl essness . 
sional dumb-blonde stereotype. Her acute awareness Maureen Stapleton brings a light~ earted ease and 
that her beau ty is her success creates a depth with - warmth to the role of Pea rl without sacraficing 
in her. Unl ike the other family members she holds an undercurrent of depth and sincerity. 
no grudges - only admiration. Unfortunately, But the lifeforce of Interiors is Gera ldine Page 
Eve's three daughters are Renatta, Joey and Allen spends too little tim e on Flynn and we can who, as Eve, delivers a devasta tingly powerful 
Flynn. Renatta, the eldest, a successful poet, is only guess at her suffering when the would-be performance. Her suffering emanates from her 
married to a failed novelist who is jealous of her rapist, the clutching Frederick, proclaims that every gesture, every word ; often it lies trembling 
ach ievements. Joey , the next el dest daughter, he wants to screw a woman he doesn't feel infer- just beneath the surface, occaisonally it explodes 
has "all of the anguish and none of the talen t" ior to for a change . in a torrent of fear . It is truly a breathtak ing tour 
to be an art is t . She constantly expresses discon- The dialogue borde rs on the unbelieva bl y heavy de force and is a key to th e success of th e film . 
tent with jobs, calling them all temporary , in her - especially in some of the scenes betwee n Renatta Woody Allen had made the transforma tion from 
unreal istic desire. and Frederick - and, thus, the late aJ5pearance of comic to serious filmaker . Interiors is an ambit ious 
Joey is her father's favorite child but he, too, the father's second wife, Pearl, brings a welcome work, and, as such, is flawed in places; but it is 
expresses the mentality which places a premium relief. an important achievement. In a country rampant 
on Talent in our society and not enough emphasi s Dressed in th eir greys and beiges around the anti -in tellectualism All en has dareo to be pro-
on Personality. Th is mentality, fully instilled in dinner table, speaking in endless intellectual cliches, found - to reach deeply into the American psyche 
Joey, causes friction with Renatta and torment they are revealed as e motional frauds by the intellectually as ~ell as emotionally . The result 
within herself. brightly clad, warm and down -to-earth Pearl. is an electrifying experience that refuses 10 let 
Early in the fi lm the father announces at a Pearl is a sim ple, good-hearted woman . She the audience remain passive. 
fam il y dinner his in ten tion to leave his wife . This demonstrates th at the compl ex qu agmire which Woody Allen took up the challenge, and he 
act, wh ich should have been discussed privately, the othe.rs have turned their lives into is meaning- succeeded. 
--.;,.;..,. ____ """".~.._,.,,,_.,..._,__~~~~--.....;.;..;.,;;.;;.;.,......_.__,...~~~--~~ 
Nicholson Shines As Moon 
In Jack Nicholson's first d irecting ~ffort since 
1971's Drive, He . Said he chooses to do a ligh t-
hearted Western comedy . It is a thoroughly enjoy-
able type of movie, offbeat as far as westerns go. 
Nicholson shows, as in One Flew Over the 
Cookoo 's Nest, that he possesses a charismatic 
comed ic touch . He embodies the ornery, unedu-
cated and likeable horse thief Henry Moon down 
to the subtlest detail. As with Warren Beatty in 
Heaven Can Wait Nicholson's every movement, 
word and expression are consistently in character. 
The film opens with the archety pal lone out-
-~~e~iding for his life before a thundering, dete r-
. posse. Upon crossing the Rio Grande into 
Mexico, and out of the sheriff's jurisdiction, he 
Jubilantly alights from his steed and mocks his 
pursu~rs. Unfortunately for Moon, they follow 
him right into Mexico. The outlaw hops onto h is 
m~unt only to have the beast topple over from 
fatigue . • 
CIVIL WAR ORDINANCE 
' The love story enters into play when 1t 1s re-
vealed that Longhorn - the town where Moon is 
, to swing from the gallows - has an ord inance left 
over from the Civil War when many of the boys 
never returned ·1 home and women went husband-
less. Any unmarried woman of prop~ rty can save 
a condemned man by marrying him . 
An ancient lady steps forth to volunteer but 
her heart can't take the excitement when Henry 
?.PProaches her and a massive coronary ends the 
romance" on the spot . 
Naturally, a fine-looking young woman Is th e 
~~:~o:~o~o~~teer. Mary Steenburgen ( a wa itress 
. t on wh_om he took a chance cas t-~g ) plays the practical-minded virgin who marries 
m~n~~ ;~r the wo '.k. he c~n perform at her gold 
clash and e1i:~s~~:~t1es, as in all romance comedies, 
It's all good-natured, and some of the scenes 
are very funny, but the story li ne is a bit too th in 
for a full length movie when unsupported by in-
teresting su bplots. At the fi lm 's final e one leaves 
wishing that Nicholson had been a bit more adven-
tero us in his choice of material. 
Steen burgen performs with a natural ease. Joh~ 
Belushi , as a . Mex ican deputy, makes tne best 
of a minute role with unfunny lines. Finally, of 
course, there is Nicholson who puts his entire 
talents into the most lightweight of roles and in- ' 
evi tably creates magic. - R.C. 
·, . 




Briefly Noted ... 
girl 
friends 
by Eliza beth Kramer 
Girl Friends is Claudia Well 's bland exami~a tion 
of a yo~ng career woman living in Manhattan. 
The m~v1e revolves around the colorless comings 
and goings of a struggling photographer 'pl ayed 
by Melanie Mayron . The film stands as a basic 
character study of this woman . It focuses on her 
struggle for potency and satisfaction with her work 
her m~n , a~d her girl friend (thus the title) played 
by An ita Skinner. 
. Th_e direct ion and camera work is totally lac~ing 
in flair, tending towards a slow greyish unwinding 
of an even less determinable plot. Perhaps this is 
meant to ~ef l ect something about life in New 
Yo~~ If ~o . It adds little to th e film beyond that. 
M e film has some good moments and Melanie 
h ayron gives a low-key but interesting performance 
~:: seems to g~ow on you as th e story progresses. 
I ortunately, it progresses only to lead you to 
t i \ohverwhelmlng ques tion ... so what? 
. e fault lies wi th the story itself which lacks 
cont1n u1ty and vitality . The result is somewhere 
be tween average and sit-th rougha bl e. 
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rnrnrnm MUSIC I Time Passages I 
Classical Rock With Fangs . by Spencer Busby 
j>y Randal Cohen 
Progressive rock sprang intQ existence in the 
late 60s as an alternative to mainstream rock. 
Instead of being derived from the blues, progres-
sive rock is classically influenced music performed 
in a rock 'n roll framework. In the early 70s the 
best bands utilizing this genre - Yes. Emerson, 
Lake and Palmer and Genesis -demonstrated 
imagination, dynamics and variety unparalleled by 
their " boogie" counter-parts. At its worst, pro-
gressive rock was a gaudy, self-indulgent , overly-
technical and emotionless extravaganza. 
Recently, progressive rock bands have moved 
toward a shorter. tighter more accessi ble sound; 
retaining musical excellence and creativi ty without 
sacrificing the urgent energy and drive of main-
stream rock . Kansas, Styx and Supertramp, 
perhaps best ill ustrate th e new commercial potential 
of this movement. 
The old classical rock dinosaurs with their 
abstract lyrics and pretentio us sounds have faded 
away . One of the few bands to successfully make 
the transit ion is Yes. The British band soared into 
prominence with their fourth album "Fragile" 
in the early '70s. It contained the hit "Round-
about ." 
PRETENTIOUS ROCK SYMPHONIES 
From there Yes released "Close to the Edges", 
an album with only three extended songs but a 
successfully ambit io us endeavor. "Tales From 
Topographic Oceans", their next album, was a 
d isaster. A two album set of four songs, none 
less than 18 minutes in length , featured Mickey 
Mouse kosll\ic lyrics and rambling, pretentious 
rock symphonies . Brilli ant keyboard player Rick 
Wakeman quit the band because even he hated the 
NIGHTLIFE 
by Sandy Jossen 
We all have important decisions to make . One 
that is sweet, irksome and perpetual , is the weekend 
dilemma: you face your evening companion and 
wonder. 'What are we going to do tonight?" To 
alleviate a blank face on your part or to enhance 
your image of person around town try these spots: 
Ocean view and fresh fish , too, at Hall igan's 
4 Fish located at 4325 Ocean Blvd., Pacific Beach, 
ph . 2J4 - FISH . Hall igan 's typifies the southern 
California restaurant /cabaret . Upon entering, you 
will find it thoughtfully divided between an inti-
mate dining room ottering an exquisite ocean view 
amid candlelight "and a comfortable nightclub 
ottering excellent live music . A comfortable wood 
and plant in terior creates the stage for a friendly 
ambience filled with attractive people , virginal 
waite rs and mymphet waitresses. 
Seafood lovers will find Halligan's fare superla-
tive . More than ten different types of fresh , not 
frozen fish are availa ble at reasona bl e prices of 
$5 to ·$18. Lobster lovers will find the two large 
tanks filled with live Maine lobsters a special feature 
and delicacy in California. Choose your own. 
I had th e New England Style Clambake ($18) 
which featured a whole steamed lobster, scallops 
and steamed clams. Th is included bread, vegetabl es 
and salad, as well as pleasant and accomodati ng 
se rvice. Dinner seating is on a fi rst-come-first-
serve basis, so arrive early to get a table by the 
window. 
NIGHTCLUBS 
For those not out for dinner. Halligan's (still) 
is a 'Ylore than worthwh ile destination or stop 
along he way . for it 's nightclub, located on the 
right sid~ of the building. 
While inding your sea t, be sure to notice the 
beautiful <quariums above th e bar. The stage is in 
th e rear o r th e club and features live bands of 1he 
electric fc.lk rock, jazz rock and folk singing variety . 
All of tt e musicians I have seen there were tight 
and pro' :ssionat. 
For those who prefer to talk, Hall igan's has 
album and for a few years Yes floundered in thei r 
obtuse se lf-i mportance. 
Last year. th e remaining members of Yes sen t 
Wakeman a tape of some new songs. Wakeman 
loved it and joined th e band in Montreaux, Switzer-
land. There, lakeside, they prod~ced "Going for 
- th "' One", a se nsat io nal display of vir'.uoso mus1c1an -
ship performing high energy rock n. roll . Wake-
man's synth esizers created panorami c bac kdrops 
to a strong rock beat . The songs were shorter. 
more concise, th e energy level h igher and the 
results were ex hilirating. 
FUTURE TIMES 
The new LP, "Torm ato ", ca rri es on in th e same 
vein as the form er. "Futu re Times " opens with a 
sprightly rock tempo wh ile Steve Howe 's blazing 
guitar work meshes brilliantly with Wakeman's 
soaring key board arrangements . Singer Jon Ander-
son's pure voice is as eth ereal as ever. the rhythm 
section of bassist Chri s Squire and drummer Alan 
Wh ite anchor with tightly re ined restraint. 
" Release, Release" is a pull -the-s tops rocker 
wh ich virtually sets th e vinyl on fire. " Madrigal" 
blends beautiful harpisichord passages with . 
crystalline flemenco guitar work . Every song 
shines as an example of classical creativity and 
rock simplicity. 
The weak point" as with "Going for the One," 
is the lyrics. Still, some songs recognize the value 
of conc reteness as in " Release , Release" wh ich 
procla ims, " Rock is the mediU rT\· is the med ium 
of our generation." And " Don 't Kill the Whale" 
' treats an urgent current theme. 
Yes delivers a dazz ling album made for those 
who enjoy rock music but wh o are bored by the 
Foreigner-Boston-Ten Nuge nt school of mainstream 
rockers . 
been thoughtfully designed to provide pleasant 
and intimate areas, including a cozy fire pit where 
you won·~ be forced to compete with the music 
in order to carry on a conversation. 
Unlike other nightclubs and bars, in Hall igan's 
you can enjoy fresh shrimp, crab or lobster cock-
tails, clams or oys ters on the half shell, ceviche 
or smoked fish, whi le enjoying your favorite cooler. 
These great evening snacks cost from $1.50 to 
$7 .50 (for a seafood platter). My friend had a cup 
of seafood chowder. At 65 cents and thick with 
fish it was a bargain . Seated in the_fire pit watching 
the band play, we knew we had found a warm 
hideaway with food tor th e soul after a walk by the 
beach on a brisk wee kend evening. 
WANT TO DANCE ALL NIGHT? 
Back in New York, I used to go to a bar that a 
friend described as the kind of place where you 
wear your oldest jeans -so you don't mind all the 
beer that gets spi ll ed on you. Whi le not quite tha t 
rowdy, Mom's Saloon on Garnet Ave . in Pacific 
"Time Passages," Al Stewart's seventh album 
(and second produced by Alan Parsons) is easily 
his best and is bound to ri se quickly on the charts. 
"Year o f the Cat," Stewart's last album and 
bigges t se ll er to date, lacked ~e subtle craftman-
ship evident in "Time Passages." 
The new album reflects a conti nu ation of Stew-
art 's obsession with the flow o f time. The songs 
offer an appealing mellowness in which the Sco t-
tish -born Stewart reflects on the inherent indivi 
duality and forward striving of human existence.: 
'Well I'm not th e kind to live in the 
pas t 
The years run too short and the days too 
fast 
The thin gs you lean on are the things 
th at don't last 
Well it's just now and then my line gets 
cast into th ese 
Time passages" . 
.I don't know what it was that 
was pain ful 
But sometimes it's there in your face 
There are t imes when you just look dis-
dainful of th e human race. 
" ... Ah , but then on the wi ngs o f 
emotion 
we circle each other in flight 
Till together we roll like the ocean 
In its bed all night . "~ 
The new al bum is greatly enhan ced by pro-
duction quality of Alan Parson . f!ath er than pro-
duce a carbon copy of "Year of the Cat" two 
months later. Stewart and Parsons waited two years 
to do an expanded effort a step beyond " Year of 
the Cat." 
The songs on the new album blend well . Like 
" Year of the Cat," the album has its expected AM 
hits (appropriately entitled) : "Song on the Radio", 
" Time Passages", and " A Man for All Season." 
But Stewart takes the album into some more subtle 
directions with " The Palace of Versailles", "Time-
less Skies", " Valentina Way", and the title cut. 
TROUBA{)OR AL STEWART 
Beach offers a distinctively different ambience 
from that of Hall igan's . 
· Spark up your companion and put on some 
dancing shoes . Mom's would be a mecca for hard 
rock, live band enthusiasts. Several different 
bands are featured through the wea k, providing a 
varie ty of shows and sounds. Table seating Is 
provided and there Is a large dance floor. 
Vegetarian Breakfast 
Served 7 days a ~k 
ti! 11 :30 a.m. 
The drinks are not soph is ticated, but th e usual 
fare. Throughout the week there are specials 
such as margarita and $1.50-pi tchcr-o f-bee r nights. 
On weekends there is a cover charge of $1 and It 
can be crowded ; If you love to dance but need 
your space go during th e week. 
An added attraction at Mom's Is that you can 
have a great time - listening , watching or danci ng 
ur> a storm - and don' t need to ge t part icu larl y 
dressed up or spend a lot o f money. Afterwards, 
top your even ing o ff wi th a walk on the beac h 
nearby, some mell ow moments al Holl lgan's a few 
blocks away o r brea kfast at always open Denny's 
Including: 
Nine Beauti ful Omelenes , Whole Whea t Pancakes, 
Blueberry Whea t Pancakes, Wal nut Wh ea t Pancakes, 
Brea kfas t Ouesadi llas, Eggs Benedict, French Toas t, 
Th ick Delicious Smooth ies. 
KUNG FOOD 
VEGETARIAN CUISINE 
Opon 9 n.n1 , 9 p n1, , Tues.· Thurs . 
9 o .n', · 10 p.in. , Fri. Sun , 
o.m . - 3 p,111 ., Mon . 
2949 Fifth Avenue 
(near Balboa Park) 
298-7302 
Visit our Now Oell a11d Noldort rank's 
at the corner of Garnet and Mission Bl vd . 1.._.;1,;;••;,;C;;j',;;"•;,,;m,;.P.;•;,,;'1,;.0'----------.... ~!'!"!"'~ ~ 
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Calendar 
21 SBA MEETING. Board of Dir· 
ectors. 9 am in Room 20, USD 
Law School. 
21 CURRENT PROBLEMS IN , 
CRIMINAL EVIDENCE. Seminar 
presented by CEB 9 am · 4 :JO 
pm in the Cove Room , La Jolla 
Village Inn . $65 enro".ment fe~ 
includes course material~. Fo 
information call 452-3444. 
21 THEATRICAL DESIGNS OF . 
JOHN WENGER , A rece_pt1on. will 
be held 7 . 9 pm opening night. 
The 35 paintings will be dis· 
played in USD's Founder's Gal · 
lery through December 22. Open 
to the public , free of charge. 
weekdays 10 am · 4 pm . 
21 . 22 BALSA REGIONAL CON· 
FERENCE. Featuring workshops 
and Job Fair on Saturday and 
a business meeting on Sunday. 
USD Law School. 
24 & 26 ORGANIZAING CALIFOR· 
NIA PARTNERSHIPS. Seminar 
presented by CE B. 6 · 9 pm 
both nights in Cop~ Room 
of Convention and Performing 
Arts Center. $48 enrollment fee 
includes course materials. For 
information call 452-3444 . 
25 " PRISONER OF SECOND 
AVENUE" & " HARD TIMES" 
Film Fclrum in USD 's Camino 
Theater, 7 pm. General Adm is· 
sion $1.00, Students So cents. 
25 JUDGE JACK LEVITT. Trial · 
techniques students will practice 
direct examination in the USO 
Courtroom at 7 pm. 
O tob r 20 Nov mb r 4 
26 LEONAR~ WOLF. Author of 
A Dream of Dracula will spea k 
on his book The Annotated 
Dracula . B pm in USD 's Camino 
Theater. Sudents $1.50. 
26 HAUNTED HOUSE & 'DISCO 
DANCE. USO Student Un ion. 
27 ALASKA EXTERNSHIPS 
Resumes due. 3rd and 4th year. 
, 27 - 29 WOMEN AND THE LAW. 
8th Far" West Refional Confer· 
ence, co-sponsored by USO Law 
School. Over 30 seminars and 
workshops will be held at Western 
State University Coll ege of Law, 
1333 Front St . For information 
call 232-2636. 
28 HALLOWEEN DEBAUCHERY. 
Party presented by Dark Thrill 
Productions. Live music, drinks, 
etc. 8 :30 pm in the Writs , USO 
Law School. · 
0
28 PRACTICAL TAX CONSIDER-
ATIONS IN MARRIAGE DIS· 
SOLUTIONS. Practical Law 
Courses presents this seminar 
from 9 am to 5 pm . Sheraton 
Inn Airport, 1590 Harbor Dr. 
$95 enrollment fee includes 
course mate ri als. For information 
call 299-3090. 
30 EMPLOYMENT IN LAS VEGAS. 
Two USO Alumni will speak 
in the USO Courtroom at 12 
noon . 
31 FBI BRIEFING . Employ ment op· 
portunities will be di scussed in 
th e USO Coµrtroom at 5 pm. 
31 " PLAY MISTY FOR ME ." Film 
Forum in USD's Camino Theater, 
7 pm. Genera l Admission $1.00 , 
Students 50 ce nts . 
31 JUDGE F.V. LOPARDO. Trial · 
Techniques Students will prac· 
tice Cross-examination In the USO 
Courtroom at 7 pm. 
AG INTERVIEWS - -
Last day to sign up - 3rd and 
4th year resumes. 
MIKE CURB. Candidate for Leiu · 
tenant Governor will speak in 
Salomon Lecture Hall, USO. 
·2 ATTORNEY GENERAL BRIEF-
ING . Employment in civi l and 
special operations will be dis-
cussed in USO Courtroom at 
4 :30 pm. Resumes due for on-
campus intervi ews . 
CUSTODY PROCEEDINGS. Sem· 
inar presented by CEB. 7 - 1.0 
pm · at Al Bahr Templ e, 5440 
Kea rney Mesa Rd . $30 enro ll · 
ment fee includes course mat-
erials. For informatioR call 452· 
3444. 
4 TOP DOLLAR TRIAL ADVOC-
ACY. P;ofessor Harvey Levi ne 
will coordinate th is San Diego 
Trial Lawyers Association semin -
ar. 8 am - 1 pm at th e Hilton 
Hotel, 1775, W. Missi on Bay 
Drive: Student enro llm ent fees, 
wh ich includes course materials , 
are $12.50 for SDTLA mem bers 
· and $17.50 for non-members. 
Fo r information ca ll 299-7757. 
Anyone interested in submitting calen-
dar items should send them to Vicki 
Hirsch, c/o The Woolsack, USO 
Law School, Alcala Park , S.D. 92110 
by the Tuesday before publication 
date. Next publication JS Friday, 
Nov. 3. 
All About The Placement . Office 
by Christine Goodman 
On the first day of classes did you 
notice a new room being hammered into 
place on the Mai n Bu ilding's Second 
floor in front of Financial Aid? That 
room is the new home of the Placement . 
Office , complete with services to help the 
law studnet's entrance into "the real 
world ." 
STAFF 
Head ing the Office is Nan Oser, 
Director, who in her 15 months on the 
job has revolutionized placement services. 
Linda Grauberger, a '78 USO law gr?.d, is 
the efficient Assistant Director. Ava 
Mitchell is the effervescent secretary . 
(Sounds like a good cast for an Agatha 
Olristie mystery, right?) 
SERVICES 
Actu311y. there's no mystery about 
the kinds of services the Office provides . 
The Office serves as a clearinghouse 
of full -ti me and part-time employment 
for stu dents and grads . The most visible 
aspect of this service is the Job Board 
on· the outside of the Office facing 
Records. As soon as a job vacancy is 
called or mailed in to USD. i t's given a 
number and posted on the Job Board . 
All additional information on each 
position is then placed under tbe same 
number in the Job Book available at the 
desk inside . 
The Office sponsors workshops and 
seminars in all phases o f job search at 
the beginning of each semester. In case 
you missed these , the major lectures are 
available on cassette tape and include : 
"How to Use the Placement Office ," 
"Resume Assistance ;" and "Job Search 
Strategy ." 
JOB INTERVIEWS 
The Offi ce arranges on and off campus 
interviews with major law firms and 
government agencies. It also publishes a 
one page calendar of resume due dates, 
interview dates and other Office events. 
A growing library of Job Search 
books is being coll ected. Additionally, 
a uniqup service is speci al su rveys of all 
sole practitioners and small law firms in 
San Diego and Orange County . Thesd 
Placement Director Nan Oser, bottom, 
and the Placement Office staff. 
surveys reference such items as names, 
addresses, the number of members in 
the firm , and the firm's potential for 
member expansion. These surveys are 
invaluable for the great majority of 
average students for whom the Martindal e 
Hubbard Directory of " big" firms is a 
dreamland . 
Speaking of big firms, the Office 
regularly updates its firm/co./agency 
file s which inclu de current information 
on a firm 's practico , projects, cases, 
personnel and th e like. It pays to know 
about your future employer, if only to 
ask knowl edgeable questions at your 
interview. 
Indiv idual student files (containing 
primarily your current resumes) are a lso 
ma intained . After you establi sh your 
file, all you need to do Is request the 
Office send your resume to pre-screening 
interviews or other potential employers 
referenced in the Job Book. Procedures 
comply completely with the Buckley 
Act. 
. A nifty service is the avail ability of 
good-quality typewriters for preparation 
of resumes or cover letters which need 
the profess l~nal touch (Sorry , old Smith · 
Corona). Also , staff members will give 
advice .. on, and proof-read, job-related 
correspondence. · 
WHEN-WHO 
The Placement Office is open this 
semester Monday -Thursday, 8 :30 a.m . to 
B:OO p .m .; Friday , 8 :30 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m . Law students and grads are en-
couraged to take full advantage of its 
services . Second-year students especiaUy 
should start right away to set their 
own realistic goals in employment. The 
Placement Office can aid you in setting 
those goals, teach you the job skills to 
attain them. and provide friendly moraJ 
suooort in the process. 
News Briefs ... 
continued from page 1 
USO RECEIVES $30,000 GRANT 
_ Th e University of San Diego School 
of Law has received a $30,000 gra·nt from 
th e U.S. Depa rtment of Health , 
Education and Welfare for the develop-
ment of environmenta l and mental 
health legal clinics. 
The mental health clinic will provide 
patients in the California mental health 
system with legal representation . 
The environm enta l law clinic will 
provide neighborhood and environmen tal 
groups with legal aid in issues involving 
the enforcement of state. federal and 
local invironmental laws. 
Each clinic • will enroll five to eight 
students each semester. 
OCT. 24 BUDGET MEETING 
The University Budget Committee 
will hold an open meeting for students 
Tuesday. October 24, at 2 :30 p .m. in 
DeSa ll es Solomon lecture hall. 
WOMEN'S LEGAL CENTER AIDED 
Dean DonaldWecksteln has agreed to 
provide emergency assistance funds to 
the Wom en's Lega l Center. The Center 
received a $0 allocatio~ this year from 
th'c SBA. 
WSU Editor fir d ... 
continued from page I 
against he r. 
Bourdo nnay said the WSU uw Dean 
Ross Lipsaker refused permission for 
th e Free Press Committee to distribute 
a fli e r in her support. 
SBA AS EDITOR 
SBA officers report that they have 
·no ·intention of reinstating Bourdonnay . 
SBA vice president Pugsley. in fact, 
has assumed the ed itorship role in an 
attempt to publish the next edition . 
DEAN SUPPORTS SBA 
"The SBA had the power to do what 
it did ," Lipsaker told the Woolsack. 
" I won't interfe re · with the SSA's dee· 
ision to remove Bourdonnay because the 
SBA hasn't done anything illegal or 
uneth ical. 
"The SBA can choose not to fund 
the Restater if it so desires," Lipsker 
added. He co njectured that "pe rhaps 
Bourdonnay refu sed to be told specif· 
ically how to use the SBA funds that 
the Restater was alloted." 
Bourdonnay is not ruling out the 
possibility of citing the WSU admin· 
is trat ion as a defendant if a suit is filed , 
according to her attorney. John Mur-
ph y, a 1978 WSU graduate and member 
of t he ACLU. 
ADMINISTRATION CENSORSHIP 
"(Law School owner) Burton Reiss 
and the WSU administration are not 
exactly as pure as the driven snow in 
this matter," said Murphy. "The admin· 
istration has a long h istory of trying to 
lean on the Restater in an effort to 
censor it." 
Bourdonnay - a soft-spoken, third 
year student elected unanimously by 
her staff this summer - said she fears 
recriminations from the WSU admin -
istration and faculty if she presses a law-
suit. " I want to be able to graduate in 
December, " she noted. 
CONFISCATE WOOLSACKS? 
She also warned Woolsack editors 
that WSU admin istration officials and 
faculty may attempt to confiscate any 
Wools acks distributed at WSU this week 
because of this article. 
"Some WSU professors are USO 
graduates and they resent the relative 
greater degree of freedom you have 
up there," she noted. 
LAW'REV!EW COMPETlTION 
Because of their outstanding per-
formance on the Fall Writing Com-
petition , the following people have been 
se lected to participate on the San Diego 








Tom Grimes Paul Martins 
Dan Hathaway Nancy McCoy 
Dave Homsey Robert Serian 
WOOLSACK RECEIVES AWARD 
The Woolsack received an award from 
the San Diego Press Club October 4 for 
publishing the "Best News Feature" 
article in 1977·78 among student pub· 
lications in San Diego. 
The article, "Mexicans at MCC: 
Mexicans Do Time Waiting to Tesitfy 
Against Smugglers," traced the plight 
of Mexicans caught at the border and 
he ld in the federal prison to testify 
against smugglers as material witnesses. 
It was written by current Woolsack 
Editor-in -Chief Spencer Busby and pub-
lished In the April ·May , 1978 edition. 
